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Our mission, vision and values

- Support early career researchers
- Establish a research-friendly environment
- Encourage networking
- Share experiences, job opportunities
- Increase the visibility of J-PAS ECRs
Survey: ECRs in J-PAS

- Survey to get to know who are the ECRs within J-PAS
- Develop a strategic plan to organize activities which will better suit the different career stages

- 46 answers | **35 ECRs** (from all working groups)
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The form is still open!
Overview of our activities

• 2 events with invited speakers

  Debate on Career Planning (Dr. Raúl Angulo, Dr. Yolanda Jimenez, Dr. Valerio Marra, Dr. Mirjiana Povic)

  How to write research proposals (Dr. Henri Boffin)

• Mentoring

• Contribution section

• Co-leadership
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17 mentors
1 ECR already benefited!

A channel to put ECRs in contact with a mentor willing to help with:
- Fellowship / Job / Ph.D.
- applications / HPC proposals / Observation time proposals / etc.
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Each J-PAS paper should recognize specific contributions of members and, especially, ECRs in the acknowledgment section.

Status: work in progress
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- 2 events with invited speakers
- Mentoring
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Each Working Group will welcome an ECR to share the leadership for 6-12 months. Status: already implemented!
What’s next?

- Engage more ECRs
- Next events
- Any suggestions…?

Suggestions are always welcome!
Join us!

Contact us on Slack:
J-PAS I #ecr

or just write an email:

c.queirozabs[at]gmail.com
padim88[at]gmail.com
tiagobscastro[at]gmail.com